Lo-torq means long-life.

Exmark introduces the new Turf Tracer™ 1800 — the latest addition to our growing line of Exmark professional turf care equipment.

This power-packed unit sets new standards for walk-behind mowers. The Turf Tracer’s unique 60-inch floating cutting deck actually “traces” the contours of uneven terrain ensuring a see-it-to-believe-it cut, every time. The Turf Tracer’s lo-torq gear drive takes stress off the transmission, increasing transmission life. Convenient control panel puts electric start and electric blade clutch at your fingertips.

Choose the mower that is setting new industry standards. The Exmark Turf Tracer™ 1800.

Exmark — Better, over the long run.

For the dealer nearest you call Exmark: 402/223-4010.